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involve-

Origins of Arab Nationalism,
Under Siege, and the awardwinning Palestinian Identity Khaladi is the Edward Said
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Boston Globe, the Los Angeles
Times, the ChicagoTribune,and
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n February, Roger Williams
University launched a two-

week effort to raise money

for victims of the Asian
Tsunami disaster, through
"Relief Jugs" set up around
campus and other fundraising
initiatives. Led by a Tsunami
Relief Committee of student
leaders from across the

campus community. the effort
raised $4.000, after a matching
donation by President
Nirschel and the Division of
Student Affairs.This sum was
donated directly to World
Vision to help rebuild schools.
homes. water tanks, and other
living necessities in the
stricken areas.
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conrinuing

found right under your nose right there on the site, or down
the street, or around the block.

mendations on important inter-

dent delegation. "Two other

and a member of the Youth

or gr.1titude

lO

:1

debt

Professors

wirh the technical exp1;.•rtist.·

1hr
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Reasonand Rf'specr

as both a core value and a
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Rogcr \'Villi:uns rr:idirion.'' said
1irschel.

"EstesfTwombly knows that the best architecture is not

All we have to do is look, and be open to what we see."

TheTHIMUN

program

national issues of the day. Now

RWU students, Adam Maust

gram to "go global," according
to Sawoski.

in its fifth year,the THIM UN

and Sarah Bogdan, will be en-

"Because of the good

Youth Assembly is officially rec-

gaging in a major follow-up

Assembly Executive Council.
He provided the initial open-

work by our students, Roger
ROGER

ing for us."
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Where the School of Law Current Student Body Comes From

NationalDiversitySoars
at Schoolof Law

Witnessto the 'OrangeRevolution'
111Ukr.iinl· co conduct ac:1dcmic

S1achiw vt:nrurcd into the

rc\c.uch,

Square with a group of Ukrai-

.1

Rogl'f \'(fj\liams pro-

f1.:~~or
found him,;;df document-

nian collcagul·s, in rown

ing the

parc for an t.:Xpl'dition to

LOUntr/\

hi'-loric "Or-

or hugl'

wa:, a

popul.1r protests

would dl'cidc whl'd1er Ukr.1ine
wirh a Aagranrly corrupt govan-

111.1,,ivc(._orruption,

mcm, or sdr.:ctt.:da candidate

voter in-

tirnid.uion .ind L"kuor.il fr.1ud

durin~ Ukr.1i11L°'s pn:sidt1ui.d
dcuioll\. TIH: movt:mcnr's t:piw;i..,

l11dept:11(knc<.:

~qu.irc in thL- c.1pi1.1\city or

Scachiw, whose ream filmed the

who promised opt.:11,honest gm'-

strcc1-lcvcl action for a docu-

were living in Hawaii before

outside the Ocean State. Today
80 percent of entering Day

enrolling here! As students

Feinstein Institute for Legal

from around the counrry

rory, and the Revolution

third coming from outside rhe

continue to grow

Norrheasr altogether.
"The law school's halls are
filled with New York accenrs

school, Roger Williams offers
srudenrs enviable opportunities

providing students a broad

rigorous and sysremaric

and southern drawls," said

ro inreract with the locaJ bar;

range of distinctive curricular

combination

for example, through the
Rhode Island Family Advocacy

and co-curricular

theory and real-life experience ...

peaceful conclusion with his

rights and dignity, .111di111cgra-

orange - the selected color of

inauguration

rion into the Europt.:an :rnd

the Yushchenko campaign .•,

in January.

Srachiw, back from his
joined in the celebration. "I

Direcror of Admissions. "Four

began to fall with near-blizzard

was rhcrc, standing proudly

cians. pop group_.,.111dcelebri-

ferocity, the crowds only grew

with more than a million sup-

ties addrc:-.scd rhc Square from a

stronger - soon numbering as

porters on Indcpcndence

bu11ing emotion.ii pc.1k in No,·t.:mht.:r
.. 1-.,oci.11t.:
prof~·s:-.orof

massive soundstagt·.

many as 750.000. The results of

Square," he said, "cheering vic-

hi-.tnric prncrv.Hion 1\lyron

more than 150.000strong.'' said

W::t5

ruuL·d by ,upponcrs of

Srachiw said.

npp<hitio,1 prL·\idn11i.1I c1ndid.111..·
\'iuor
r\.. tht·

Yu\hc.h1..·nko.
prott..'\l\

Atbntic communiry of nations,''

n.:ach1..·d.1

A nons1op s1ream of politi-

"The crowd quickly grew

to

rhe original election were an-

tory in what some called 'a

nulled; a second election

struggle of good over evil."'

T

our 2004 Tournament.

Pictured from left

right are Bristol Chief of Police Russell
Serpa. Joe Morgan, RWU Associate
Athletics Director Ray Cordeiro and RWU Assistant Director
of Athletics and Men's Basketball Coach Mike Tully.
Over the past 14 years. the Golf Classic has generated over
$490.000 for the Roger Williams University Golf Classic Endowed
to
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As the srace's only law

MaryTefftWhiteSeries Draws
RenownedSpeakers
oger Williams' Mary Tefft White
Program Series recently presented
a lecture by Oskar Eustis (top), former

R

I 5th AnnualRogerWilliamsUniversityGolfClassic
he I S'hAnnual Roger Williams
University Golf Classic will be held
on Monday. August I 5. 2005. and move
to Quidnessett Country Club in North
Kingstown. R.l.
In 2004. 32 foursomes enjoyed a
tremendous day of golf. including five
RWU alumni and their companies. The
Department of Athletics also welcomed
former Boston Red Sox Manager Joe
Morgan as both a player and speaker at

number for a school barely a
decade old," said Dean David
A. Logan.
"These offerings allow

national rcpuracion will

meted into the teens and snow

ciry

clinical programs - the

graduate and return home, our

Michael Boylen, the school's

LOil\\

6

srndents in the Class of 2007

entering class came from

Chornobyl expedition, again

.1 v.1,1 1cr11

Program, and its exemplary

years. In I 999, only half of the

As temperatures plum-

i--:yiv.wht:n:

25 or more

Division students hail from

reacht.:d its successful and

hu111311

10-24

outside Rhode Island, with a

mentary. ''The mood was festive

ba.st.:don democratic

principle:-..rcspcc1 ol

5-9

yielded a clear Yuschenko vic-

and positive, the crowd a sea of

crnmcnt

1 student
2-4

Service, the Criminal Defense
Clinic; and the Community
Justice and Legal Assistance
Clinic.
"The School ot Law adds
value to the J.D. degree by

rt.:mained a satdlitt of Russia

n:,ponding to .ilkg.11ion::.of

LL'lllt'f'

its national diversity in recent

''Es.':ll'ntially,tl1t.:elections

Topping world ht:.idlincs
'>t:l"il.'\

Law has dramatically increased

prl'-

Chornobyl (sr, sto1y,pt1g1•20).

.mgL· RL"volution" firsth:rnd.

l~>r\\\:ck-.. the Rt:volution

to

The Ralph R. Papirro School of

--

0 students

Scholarship. For the 2004-2005 academic
year, the Golf Classic Endowed Scholarship
Fund allowed the University to provide ten
RWU students with $1 ,000 scholarships.
Since 2003, proceeds have also gone
towards assisting the Department of
Athletics with their pressing needs. In
2004, this included the re-surfacing of the
University's tennis courts and overall

tennis facilities. With these upgrades, the
Men's and Women's programs have been
greatly enhanced and all of the Roger
Williams University students, faculty and
staff now have excellent courts to enjoy.
For more information or to get on the annual mailing list,

please contact Marty Kelly in our Development Office at
401.254.3073 or via e-mail at mkelly@rwu.edu. We hope to
see you at the 2005 Golf Classic!

artistic director

of Providence's Trinity

Repertory Company with a national

opportuni-

students to meld theory and
practice before actually enrc:ring

the practice of law," he said. ··1,
is arguable cha, few law schools
in the coumry provide such a
of classroom

ties, remarkable in range and

.,r-- ...
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THfCENTER
FORMACRO
PROJECTS
ANDDIPLOMACY
SECONDMACROCONFERENCE
• APRIL21-22,

2005

Posr-CoNFUCT REcONSTI<UCTION:
RE-CONNECTING
s,ru,

I

ATIONS,Cum;RES

reputation for innovative theatre

production. Now artistic director of
New York's renowned Public Theater,
Eustis discussed modern theatre in the
Mary Tefft White Cultural Center in the
Main Library.
Other speakers in the series
include David Macaulay (middle), author
and illustrator of The Way ThingsWork
and explorer Robert D. Ballard (bottom),
best known for discovering the Titanic
and other significant shipwrecks
including the German battleship
Bismarckand John F.Kennedy's boat,
PT-109.

The Second Annual Conference, convened by Roger Williams
University President Roy J. Nirschel, Ph.D., the Cenrer's
Founding Advisor Frank P. Davidson and Cenrer Director
Stephen White, seeks to engender ways in which distinguished
representatives from government, inscirucions, organii.ations - as

well as individuals from the fields of diplomacy, law, architecture
and planning, engineering, management, and rhe ans - may

work together to focus on the potentials available in Re-Co1111ecting Sites, Natiom and Cultures following major conAict.

The Conference's April 21 session is open to the public.
For further information, please contact Stephen White, Director.
Center for Macro Projects and Diplomacy at Roger \'if"t!lian,s
Universityat 401-254-3605 or by e-mail at macrocenrer@rwu.edlL
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rhe Un ired Srares rhat are appropriate for
young readers."
Ellr/yBlack Refonnersincludes writings
by African-American abolirionisrs such as
David Walker, Harriet Jacobs and Sojourner Truth; Reconsrrucrion-era :1crivisrs

Preparing students for the
challenges of a new world

Cade Appointed to
Legal Issues Committee

Lincoln's Illinois, for his earlier book,

RobertJ.Ristino, Ph.D., assistant professor

LincolnsMom/ Vision:The SecondInaugural
Address(University Press of Mississippi,

of communications,

Bonita G. Cade, J.D., Ph.D., assistant
professor of psychology, has been appointed
to rhe American Psychological Association
(APA)'s Committee on Legal Issues, an ad
hoc committee promoting the field of
psychology as it interfaces with the laws of
che United Stares. Her term runs from
January 2005 until February 2007.
"What truly excites me is rhal serving
on the Commircee will provide a unique
opportunity for my growth as a professional in borh psychology and law," Cade
said. "Part of its mission is ro educare the
APA and psychologists about psycho-legal
issues. My rraining and experience as a
forensic psychologist and attorney will
allow me to make a meaningful contribution as a Comminee member."
Roger Williams students stand to
benefit as well.
"The appointment was made on rhe
basis of my credentials, background and
training in the professional sector outside
of academia," Cade explained. "Likewise,
char allows me, as a member of the teaching
faculry, ro bring co my srudenrs a realworld context beyond and above rexrbook
and ivory-rower perspectives."

Tackach said the idea for rhis article
arose during his sabbatical conducting
research on the racial climate of Abraham

2002).
"Also, when I teach Huck Finn in my
American Literature II course, the question
often comes up as to why Jim does nor
simply seek freedom in Illinois," Tackach
Robinson and Rosa Parks.
added. "Instead, Jim and Huck form a risky
"Many students believe that rhe
plan ro rravel down rhe Mississippi River
American civil-rights movement began
on a raft, get off at Cairo, Ill., rhen head up
wirh 1\!brrin Lurher King, Jr., during the
the Ohio Rjver on a steamboat to Ohio,
1950's," Tackach said. "This book attempts
Indiana or Pennsylvania.
ro caprurc rhe passion and eloquence of
"Some critics suggesr that Jim is simply
rhose African-American civil-rights
stupid, rhat h:::does not realize that freedom
pioneers who preceded King."
lies jusr across the Mississippi River in
Tackach furrher explores the early
Illinois." he said. "Thar explanation seemed
social dynamics of African Americans in an
article emirlcd, "Why Jim Does Nor Escape inadequare ro me. Jim is smarter rhan many
readers and critics suggest; he knows char
co lllinois in Mark T'wain's Adventures of
Illinois in the l 840's, though a free stare, is
Huckleberry Finn," published in the
racist ro rhe core, and not a safe haven for
Aurumn 2004 issue of rhejoumal of the
runaway slaves.''
Illinois State Historical Society.

teaching technique ar rhe Eastern Communications Association's annual educarional

such as Frederick Douglas and Francis
\Xlarkins Harper; and 20 1h-ccnmry crusaders
such as Ida B. Wells-Barnett, W.E.B.
Dubois, Thurgood Marshall, Jackie

Carter G. Woodson
Book Award Winner
James Tickach, professor of English. has
h(..'.t:ll
awarded the 2004 C:irrcr G. \Xloodson
Book Award (Secondary Level) for his
book, Ertrly/3/11(-k
/?fformas (Grcc:nhaven
Press, 2003), a collccrion of writings by
African-Amcric:m civil-rights acrivisrs who
pn.:ccdc:divbrrin Lwhc:r King, Jr.The
award n.:cognizc:s"rhc most disringuishcd
social :,,cicnccbooks dcpicring cdrniciry in

2005-2006 Fund-Based Research and Grants
• Bruce Burdick, Professor of Mathematics. Grant "Mathematical Works
Printed in the New World Through
1700."
• Sean Colin,Assistant Professor of
Environmental Sciences. "Trophic
Function of Small Hydromedusae."
• Dr. Robert Engvall,Associate
Professor of Criminal Justice. "Intro to
Criminal Justice Textbook."
• Jeffrey Jenkins,Assistant Professor
of Criminal Justice. "The Relationship
Between Citizen Characteristics and
Attitudes About Local Police."

• Maria Kula,Assistant Professor of
Economics.Grant "Are State and Local
Governments Consumption Smoother.;?"
• Rachel McCormack,Assistant
Professor of Literacy; Bruce Marlowe,
Associate Professor of Psychology,
Special Education. Grant "How Can We
Best Prepare our Students for Student
Teaching in Urban Placements?"
• Gary Shore,Associate Professor of
Dance. Grant "Ode: Swan Lake Revisited
2005."
• Dr. Jessica Skolnikoff,Assistant
Professor of Anthropology. (I) Grant
"RWU Student-Athletes:A Pilot Study."
(2) "Through an Anthropological Lens:

Life Story Narratives of Adults with
Learning Disabilities."

• Renee Soto,Assistant Professor of
Creative Writing. "Launching a National
Literary Magazine at RWU."
• James Tackach, Professor of English.
"Abraham Lincoln in Contemporary
American Fiction."
• MichaelYuan,Assistant Professor of
Computer lnfonnation Systems. Grants.
(I) "Dell Computer Inc etc: A Search for
EfficientBusiness Model and Sources of
Execution Capability."(2) "Optimal
Copyright for Digital lnfonnation
Products with Independent Publisher
and Externality of Maintaining Cost."

is presenting a paper on

conference in Pittsburgh chis monch.
The paper - entitled "Teaching Across

/!,,JI

[lc1'<J\l,R',\,\lil'<

Dr. Robert Engvall, associate professor of
justice studies, has contributed a chapter
enrirled "Too Much Democracy?" ro rhe
new book, PublicEducation,Democracy,

and the Common Good,published by Phi
Delta Kappa Educational Press.
The chapter - which was formally
presented at rhe Annual Conference of Phi
Delta Kappa last fall in Las Vegas explores the vitality of public schools as "A
critical component in creating informed
citizens who may rhen participate meaningfully in our democracy."
While public schools are consistently
criticized in the popular media, Engvall
argues, "We muse be cognizant of the face
that teachers are actually creating critics of
rhe very institutions of which they are a
part. In essence, ro criticize is a viral part of
democracy - and to sit silendy by without
criticism is less about democracy than iris
about complacency."
Engvall concludes that, "Education
for democracy would help put an end to
the systems of domination chat create the
condition we have now, a condition of
decidedly unequal influence over who gees
what. We presumably need to create an
education system in which systemic
privilege is no longer a facror."

the Circle: Employing Kolb's Experiential
Learning Model in Public Relations
Educarion" - argues thar teachers must be
responsive to srndenrs' different learning
styles, by inregraring various abstract,
concrete, experirnenral and observational
reaching methods into their lesson plans.
"Our task as teachers is to create
learning environments char recognize there
is as much diversity in the human brain as
there is in the human heart, and thereby ro
prepare our srndents for meeting the
challenges of a new world economy and
order," Risrino said.
In rhe paper, Risrino proposes using an
imegrarive learning model in the public
relations curriculum ar Roger Williams
University.

Franks presents at
Holocaust Conferences
Dr. Rosalie Franks,an adjunct professor
of writing srndies, recently attended rwo
conferences relative to her work on rhe
Holocaust.
The first - entitled "Teaching the
Holocaust to Furure Generations" - was
held in Jerusalem, in conjunction with the
50'h anniversary ofYad Vashem, Israel's
Holocaust Memorial Museum. In her
presentation, Franks discussed parallels
between Auschwitz Memories, a recent
documentary by Will Kahane, and The
Shawl, a novella by Cynthia Ozick.
Frank's second presentation, in
Providence, was at the Lessons and Legacies
Conference sponsored by the Holocaust
Education Foundation and Brown University, and focusing on the history of the
Holocaust, Nazi ideology and anriSemirism.
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FACUL NEWS

In OtherFaculty
News
FEINSTEIN COLLEGE OF
ARTS AND SCIENCES
Dr. Tom Sorger. associate professor of biology. recently prcsemed a paper at che Tench
Annua1 Conference on the Association for
Con.:Texts and Courses. Assisranrprofessor
of environmental science. Or. Sean Colin
rcccndy had rwo papers he co-authored
accepted for publication in Evo!utionmy

Ecology
nnd Hnm,ji,!Alg"e.
Dr. Bruce Burdick, professor of mathemarics, rccemly presented a raJkat the Joint
M:uhemarics Meetings and ar Adelphi
University as parr of their Frederick V. Pohle
Colloquium in the Hismry of Mathematics.
Dr. Joel Silverberg, professor of mathematics, presented a paper ar the joinr meeting of die British Society for the History of
M:i.cl1cmarics
and the Canadian Socieryfor
,he Hiswry and Philosophy ofMacl1ematics.
Four Roger Williams Universiry
srudents - along with Dr. Dale Leavitt,
visiting assistant professor of biology;
Dr. Harold Pomeroy, professor of
biolob')'; Dr. Timothy Scott, associate
professor of biology; Wet Laborarory
Manager Bradford Bourque; and Shellfish Hatchery Manager Karin Tammi recently attended the World Aquaculture
Sociery Conference. Two posters were
presented at the Marine Ornamentals
2004 section, and Sarah Jones '04 gave
a presentation thar was co-authored by
Pomeroy and Bourque.
Dr. Martine Villalard-Bohnsack, professor of biology, and Or. Marcie Marston,
associate professor of biology, and their srudems, presented research ar the 9th Annual
Conference of the Rhode Island Natural
History Survey. Marston also made two
research presentations ar lhe l 04 1h American Society for Microbiology meeting in
May 2004 with the students who collaborated on the projeccs.

Dr. Cliff Timpson, associate professor
of chemistry, Dr. Stephen O'Shea, assistant
professor of chemistry, and Dr. Daniel Von
Riesen, professor of chemistry, together with
fourteen students, presented their research
at che National Meeting of che American
Chemical Society last spring. Alsoin attendance was Dr. Carolyn Kendrew, professor
of chemistry/physics. Dr. Scott Rutherford,
assistant professor of environmenta.1science
has had rwo abstracts he co-aucl1oredpublished in Asrrobiology
Supplement.

GABELLI SCHOOL

OF BUSINESS

Assistam professor of computer information systems Dr. Brett McKenzie, associate
professor of marketing Dr. Kathy Micken,
and assistanr professor of managemem
Dr. Sue Bosco authored a paper citied

"Wl>nvers
CoveEnergyversl/Sthe Ciry of Fn/1
River, Massachuseus:An experiencein the
conceptsof stakeholders,economicimpttct,
and socialobligation/socialresponsibility.,"
which recently won the Experiential Exercise Award ar the Eastern Academy of
Management's Annual Meeting.

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE,
ART,AND HISTORIC
PRESERVATION
Andrew Cohen, professor of architecture,
became "LEED's Certified" in August 2004
under che US Green Buildings Council ratings system. Visiting professor of architecture
Ron Henderson recently delivered a lecture ar
the Rhode Island School of Design. Assistant
professor of an and architectural history
Nermin Kura recently exhibited her kiln fired
sculprure in a show at the Currier Museum in
Manchester, N. H.
Associate professor of arr and architectural hisrory Rebecca Leuchak performed in two concerts in the fall char
combined music and rhe visual arts char
inspired che composers. In addition,
Leuchak presented a public lecture ar

The Cloisters Museum of The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.
She also attended the 31st annual New
England Medieval Conference, Ceremony, Ritual and Performance, and the
History of Interiors symposium.

WEGA Theatre Concept and the introduction of the DVD Dream ystem®.
In May 2004, Baxter was named senior
vice president of suaregic marketing for
Sony Corporation of America, in which

Professor of architecture Dr.
Eleftherios Pavlides, organized a Symposium and made a presentation at the international conference of the Environmental

capacity he now oversees che Learn responsible for marketing accivi,ies on a larger
scale, spearheading cross-divisionaJ markering opportunities for Sony's U.S. businesses.
"My job is to connect ,he dots of what
had been, until recencly, che distinct
business units of Sony Electronics, ,\1usic,

Design Research Association.
Visiting assisranc professor of an
Camille Rendal received a RWU lncernational Faculty Travel Grant to attend the
conference and exhibition in Lisbon,
Portugal. Two of her sculptural medallions will be fearnred in a group international exhibit. Assistant professor of arr
Michael Rich had his paintings featured
in three recent shows at rhe Old Spouter
Gallery, Nantucket, Mass., the Virginia
Lynch Gallery, and the Caelum Gallery,
New York City.
Associate professor of historic preservation Myron Scachiw recently organized
and led a day-long field trip to che various
historic homes in Sheffield, Mass., for
members of the New England Chapter of
the Vernacular Architecture Forum. Additionally, Srachiw has prepared a paper
session and will present a paper at the 2nd
Inrernational Conference on "The History
of Europe: From Ancient co Modern."
Assisranr professor of architecture
Andrew Thurlow participated in exhibitions in Toronto, Canada; ar Chiostro
Chiesa di S. Matteo in Genoa, Italy; the
University ofTexas, Austin, School of
Architecture; and with a Summer 2004
traveling project with rhe "Architecture
for Humanity, HIV/A!Ds Mobile Clinic
Competition." He also made a presentation at the Universiry of Texas, Austin,
School of Architecture.
Stephen White, dean and professor
of architecture, has been named 2005
presidenc-elecr of the American Institute
of Architects/Rhode Island Chapter.

Pictures, and Gaming," Baxter explained.
"Connecting the dolS" means work,jng
on areas as diverse as the Sony.com \,,ebsire,
product placements of Sony Electronics'
products in movies, and development of

BY SARAH WILSO

Connectingthe dots• • •
Timothy Baxter, '83

Senior VicePresident, StrategicMarketing,
Sony Corporationof America

W

hen Timothy Baxter was a
freshman at Roger Williams,
he fell ill with mononucleosis,
and ended up with five "incompleces" in
his first semester - classes he had to make
up in his second semester.
While hardly the ideal way to begin a
college career, Baxter - now senior vice
president of strategic marketing at Sony Corporation of America - sees the experience as
one of the mosr imporcanr co his success today.
"That experience helped me really
develop as an individual, and develop a
strong sense of responsibility," he said. "Ir
gave me a much stronger conviction for
what I wanted ro do and the school's ability
to help in chat process."
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srracegic pannerships with third•party
companies thar help execute Sony srraregies.
Baxter srill works on marketing campaigns

Baxter, a 1983 graduate of what was
then Roger Williams College, went on ro
enjoy a successful career in marketing.
After working for 12 years at AT&T
Lucent in various sales, marketing, produce
management, and scraregy positions, he
joined Sony Electronics, taking responsibility for the company's $200 million
residential phone business.
Mose of his subsequent ten years at
Sony have been with Sony Eleccronics in rhe
home produces division, which includes rhe
television, home audio, and home video
businesses. As senior vice president of
marketing for the division, he was responsible for the marketing, product planning,
sales, and the profit and losses (P & Ls) for
those business units worth a total of just
under $4 billion. In this position, Baxter
oversaw the successful launch of the Plasma,
LCD and Grand WEGA TM Televisions, the

and strategies, bur only when che produce
cuts across the different businesses, like
Sony's new Network \'(talk.mann. 1 , which is
comparable ro Apple's iPod.
"My interests and my career have been
mostly about managing businesses and
managing P & Cs," he said. "I really enjov
rhe accoumabiliry ir brings. \Xlhat I'm doing
roday is an excellent learning experience
because ir is expanding my scope - nor only
in the electronics and hardware areas. bur
also in entertainment, gaming, and media.
So for me, it is opening up a whole new
world of opporruniries. ••
Though he still catches himself calling
it Roger Williams College. Baxter says he
has definitely noticed an increased awareness about rhe University.
"It has definirely increased its exposure," he said. '"The current president is
doing quite a bic ro effectively marker the
creden rials of the school..,
Baxter's parring advice ro current
students and recent grads: ''Seay connecred
co rhe people who mean something in your
life at college and in the University. Ir's roo
easy ro let it drifr away."
ROGER

WILLIAMS
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nyone associared wirh Roger Williams Universiry is aware that
its srated mission is "Learning co Bridge rhe World" - but many
may be surprised at just how deeply the idea has taken root.
Few universiries of Roger Williams' size and nature are
more engaged in srudy abroad, globalizing

irs faculty and offering

crearive inrernarional

- and rhe trend is only

learning opportunities

expanding.
In early 2005, University Presidenr Roy J.
Nirschel,

Ph.D,

and

-

od1er senior adminisrration

officials

spent

nearly a monrh in Asia,
visiting Tokyo, Hong Kong and Vietnam. The anchor of the trip was the
opening of American Pacific Universiry: An Academic Center of Roger
Williams Universiry in Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh Ciry) - marking the
firsr rime since 1975that an American Aag has Aown over a building there.
In Japan, the Roger Williams ream mer with members of the Japanese
Macro-Engineering

Sociery and cop business leaders, in furtherance of

the Universiry's Cenrer for Macro Projects and Diplomacy, among other
projects. 1n Hong Kong, articulation and exchange agreements were signed
wirh the Chinese Universiry of Hong Kong and Lingnan Universiry, a
leading liberal arts institution.

The Bridgerecenrly caught up with President Nirschel ro discuss his
rhoughts on the Universiry's increasingly prominenr rise in rhe East.

BY MICHAEL M. BOWDEN
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TheUnited
States,
obviouslv,
hasa historv
withVietnam,
adifficult
historv.

The Bridge: Broll{/6,speaki11g,
why is
Rogt•r\Vi/Iiams UniflnsitJ' becomingso
u,idt'~)'inJJo!tin/with Asia?
President Roy J,Nirschel, Ph.D: It
rel.He<.;
IO 1hc Univcr~ity's con: values and
miv'lion - which include service to orhcrs,
love of learning for it!I own sake. and
having a global perspective. These values
driw everything we're doing.
Why Asia~ It j,; a pan of rhe planet
that wt - Americrns in general - know
very link: about. Yet more rhan half 1hc
pcoplt: on thl'. pbnet live in Asia; one our of
rive in Chin:i ,tlonc \Xlhether your imcrcsr
i,;;in hu,ines,;, economics, cnvironmcnr:11
conu.:rn\, military is~ucs or political maners
- you name it - an understanding

and

apprcci.nion of power :ind importance of
A,;;i~1
is p.1r.1mou111
for an cduca1ed person
in thl'. 21 '' Century. Like i1 or nor, ir's very

here. A110,her would be faculty and student

for old people! We want to be business
people, we want to be educators, we want

lO

be Bill Gares, we want to study in the U.S.,
we want

to

desire for things Western, along with the

or who wanted

spirit of entrepreneurship,

Kong as the gateway ro

the liveliness of

good ways of exposing Hong Kong srudents

impressed me ar every level. So it's a country

ro Roger Williams. We presently have eight

that desires education - everybody wants to

or nine srudenrs from Hong Kong, a11d t.hat
number would grow steadily.

Trustees, which is primarily local, I created a

connections could give us a leg up,

go to school, and the government system

wday, a~ well as in the future.

Board of Overseers, which is international -

especially when combined with the notion

can't keep pace with the demand for higher

Think abom ir: The rwo fastest
growing economics in rhe world are China

including people from Turkey, South
America, Italy, and New York; really a global

of service and connecting people. Ameri-

education.

and India. China is now rhe third most
important marker economy on rhe planet.
It wasn'1 even in rhe Top 20 a generation

sprciflcall} for the American Pacific
University project?

RJN:One of die things we've done over the
pasr several years, strategically and tactically,
is co involve people from various pans of the
world, from various backgrounds, in the

hina, t.hen ,hat

connect wirh America, is something that jusr

complement the work done by our Board of

Q: \'(lh111
led you to focus on Vietnam

advantage of Hong

would be a good start. These would also be

work of rhe Universiry. For example,

tion of things Asian is, I think, essenrial.

LO take

rhe country, their really strong desire to

its young people - m understand and
appreciale the power of Asia in our lives

ago. So for any practical, realistic modern
education, an understanding and apprecia-

faculty who wamcd to do scholarship related
ro ,he academic disciplines at those schools,

go work for Sony!" And so this

important for America - and particularly

to

exchanges with both institutions. If we had

Q: Canyou brieflyexploin rhe roleo your

group of advisors who are helping us shape

cans put a lot of time, money, and lives inro
Vietnam - and now to go back there, as

There's an Australian university there, and

fslLim"ini1iatives,

our message internationally.

educarors, in a way reconnects us ro a country

there's Roger Williams

growing involvements with kin?

Well, one of rhe members of rhar
Board, Marc Spiegel - who, along with his

rhar is, after all, a pan of our own hisrory.

ir. We are the firsr American-style University
to be established in Vietnam, and we're ahead

RJN: Sure. I believe that ,here is a cremen-

wife Peggy, is a generous bcncfacror of the

Q: Vietnam certainly looms l11rgein American

of the competition. We're definitely going to

dous amount of uncapped talent in this

University- asked me whether I'd be
inrcrested in involving the University with
Vicmam. A longtime friend of his
introduced me to Dr. Binh Tran, a Vietnamese woman who had come to rhe
United Stares 30 years ago and became a
very successful entrepreneur.
Dr. Tran had, for rhe lasr decade or so,
been providing scholarships and educational
opportunities for Vietnamese kids ro come
and srudy in rhe U.S. But her dream was
create a real, live academic institution in
Vietnam. She was seeking an academic,

to

intcllecrual underpinning for the school,
and had heard about Roger Williams'
commitment ro a global agenda, about
what we're doing in Afghanistan and our
commitment ro learning to bridge rhe
world. So she asked if I'd go over and meer
[various Vietnamese government and
education officialsl, which I did about a
year ago - and, fast forward, we were soon
working with the faculry involving
curriculum, standards and other aspects of
education for what would become American Pacific Universiry: An Academic Center
or Roger Williams University. The
University's contribution, 1 should clarify, is
imellectual capital, academic capital; not
financial capital.
The United Stares, obviously, has a
hisrory with Vietnam, a difficult hisrory.
But I felt that those relationships and

history, but for many people

a wa,; not a

And so you have the private sector:

recently tmnozmced "Team Asia" and "Team

niversiry- and that's

tlS

part of the University's

have an impact. You see, everybody else is

University. For example, a couple \veek..s

country Could you share a bit about how
this trip deepened your perception of Vietnam

going ro China - which is a big counrry; 1.3

ago I was discussing my trip

billion people - bur we don't want ro be

colleague, and she said "Oh, I lived in

and what the American Pacific University
can do there?

everybody else. We want ro go ro those places

Japan, I speak Japanese nuenrlv."

where we can provide service, good qualiry,
have an impact, and offer a valuable experi-

out there are five faculty members on this

RJN: Vietnam is an old country with a

ence - for our own studenrs who may want

very young population - a vast percenrage
or rhe country is under the age of 25, wirh

go there over winter intersession, or our own

University of Hong Kong, and I didn't even

faculry who may want to teach a semester

no direct memory of the war. The country

there. So it becomes a learning experience for
the Viemamese, and for our faculty and
students as well.

know it. So I started asking around. and I
discovered that there's a grea( reservoir of

tlS

has about a 95 percent literacy rate, as high
as any country in rhe world. Ir's a poor
country, bur rich in spirit, and rich in
entrepreneurship.

And everyone I spoke m

- young and nor so young - wanted to
learn about American education, wanted ro
practice their English. They're ar an

And what impressed me most was rhc
enrreprcneuriaJ spirit; after all, it's a Communist country, with one parry. But when
you ask young people about, say, joining the
Communist Parry, they laugh and say, 'Thar's

Japan wirh a
Ir turns

campus who speak iV1andarin and
to

Cantonese. One raughr at the Chinese

talent our there around rhe campus.

As I mentioned earlier, there's nor a
single issue of economics. business, culture, or

Q: Couldyou talk a linle abo111
rhe

the environment in which China and Asia

University's articulation and exchange

don't play a role. Likewise rhe Islamic world:

a.greements with rhe Chinese University and
Lingnan University in Hong Kong?

A.JIof these vital discussions involving

interesting point in their development as a
country, some 30 years after the end of the
Vietnam War - or, as they call it, the
American War.

to

RJN:They are two different kinds or

Palestine, Iraq, September 11th, Afghanistan
- these are all issues related ro Islam. and I
don't think we, as Americans, understand that

schools. Lingnan prides itself on being a

world as well as we should in the 21 <l Century.

liberal arrs university. They look a lot like us.
so it seemed a natural fir.

And so the idea of these reams is an attempt
to address the question, '"How can we engage

The goal is to do a couple things. One
would be to allow studenrs ro srudy for rwo
years ar Lingnan University and then transfer

everyone ro come up wirh strategic plans and
initiatives that are interesting. ofimporrance
and that will creare a better universiry?" ❖

ro Roger Williams ro complete their degree

...thi~de~ireforthings
Western,
thespiritofentrepreneurship,
the11ve11ness
ofthecountrv,
theirreallvstrong
desireto
connect
withAmerica,
issomething
thatiustimpressed
meatevervlevel.
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"The early derecrion of rhe Rhode

Island Cratefoupin invasion gives us a
unique opportunity to use this species as a
model ro srudy rhe dispersal and growth
patterns of an invasive seaweed," said Dr.
Martine Villalard-Bohnsack, author of rhe
widely-used field guide, IllustratedKey to
the Seaweedsof New Englandand professor
of biology at Roger Williams,
"Our research has provided us with an
extensive database on rhe distribution,
abundance, and seasonality of [seaweeds I
rhroughour Narragansen Bay and irs
contiguous waters," Villalard-Bohnsack
explained. "Without it, we could nor have
pinpointed the precise time of rhe introduction of this non-native species nor
documented changes in Aora at habitats in
which ir appeared."
In 2003, Villalard-Bohnsack and
Or. Marcie Marsron, a molecuJar geneticist
and associate professor of biology ar Roger
Williams, received a $70,000 grant from
Rhode Island Sea Grant ro track the spread
and population dynamics of Gm.te!oupiaand
examine its impact on native species of
seaweed, The grant provided support for
Roger Williams undergraduares ro help in
the research, and four have done so, spending
IO weeks helping Villalard-Bohnsack and
Marsron gather data in the field and the
laboratory. The results are still under analysis,

1he Mediterranean Connection

0

ver rhe pasr decade, a large red Asian seaweed has been
invading the waters of Narragansett Bay- and it's
spreading fasr.
Narive to Japan and unknown in local waters for
more than a century of scientific study and collection, the first
samples of Red alga ( Grateloupia turuturu) were discovered on
the southern tip of Beavertail State Park in 1994. By 1997, nine
more locations had been confirmed; since then, the alga has
spread nonh, and west and south, making its first appearance in
Lopg Island Sound just last year.
Wlfote-did this strange new seaweed come from? And how
miglir i.xjmpact the ecology of Narragansett Bay? Scientifically
speaking, these are still open questions. And a pair of Roger
William's biologists have taken the lead in finding the answers.
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Shortly after the discovery of rhc new
seaweed, Villalard-Bohnsack mailed samples
ro colleagues all over rhe world, asking for
their help in idenrifying ir. (Because seaweed

H

specimens of the same species can look very
similar to one another, it was nor possible ro
determine the origin of rhe Rhode Island
specimen based solely on its morphology, or
appearance.)
Marston joined Villalard-Bohnsack in
1998, comparing rhe DNA sequences of
rhe Rhode Island seaweed with rhose of
seaweeds from France, England, California,
Japan, Peru, the Netherlands, and Spain,
Although she was nor able ro pin down its
exact origin, Marsron determined that the
Rhode Island specimen was genetically

almost identical to specimens found along
the Mediterranean coast of France - raising
the possibiliry rhar rhe seaweed had traveled
ro Rhode Island in the ballast water of ships
crossing rhe Arlan tic Ocean. She published
those results in 2002.
The matching samples were provided
by Professor Marc Verlaque, a French
scientist engaged in invasive-seaweed
research in rhe Mediterranean. Though he
was an expert on seaweed morphology and
anaromy, Verlaque had lirrle experience in
molecular generics - so he asked Marston if
she'd like ro help.
"I said Yes1" Marston recalled, "The
movement of species from one part of the
world ro another is very interesting and is
of great ecological concern."
Wirh rhe help of Pamela Brannock, a
2002 Roger Williams marine biology
graduate and now a Ph.D. candidate in
evolurionary ecology at rhe Universiry of
South Carolina, Marsron began isolating
and sequencing DNA from rhe French
seaweed samples.
"As we progressed, ir occurred ro us
that something was definitely going on,"
Brannock said. ''I found ir fascinating that
rwo organisms rhar looked entirely different
were really the same species. Ir was only the
generics char could identify them as rhe
same.
The DNA research eventually revealed
no fewer than five different species of
Gratefoupia (including the one found in
Rhode Island) in the Mediterranean, most
having come from Asia.
"In some ways, we are very luck/ chat
so few invasive seaweed species are present
in Narraganserr Bay," Marston said. "The
Mediterranean is in much worse shape;
some of rhe seaweeds rhat have been
introduced there are climinaring all the
native species. It's a real mess."
A paper reporting results of the
Mediterranean study is slated to appear in
Phycofogia,rhe journal of rhe I nrernational
Phycological Society, "I am very proud of
it," Marston said. "Ir is the first international collaborarion I have ever done, and ir
has a Roger Williams undergraduate as one
of the co-authors!" ❖

When Seaweed
Gets the Flu ...
Roger Williams University associate
professor of biology Marcie Marston
was recendy awarded a $170,000
National Science Foundation grant to
fund her research on the interaction
between marine viruses and bacteria.
The main objectives of this
research are ( I ) to identify the
different types of viruses present in
Rhode Island marine waters, and (2)
to try and understand how these
viruses interact with their hosts, the
seaweeds known as blue-green algae.
"Everyone is familiar with the flu,
which is caused by the influenza
virus;' Marston explained. "Andmost
people realize that different strains of
the flu virus circulate each year hence the need for a flu vaccine each
year. Most people, however, do not
realize that viruses are ubiquitous in
the environment. If you look in
nature you can find viruses that infect
all types of organisms, from plants to
fungi to bacteria. It turns out that
there are especially a lot of viruses
found in the oceans."
Marston 's research has specifically
focused on the viruses that infect
blue-green algae in Mt. Hope Bay,using
genetic research to isolate and identify
some 45 different strains since 1999.
"Most of these viruses had never
been reported before," Marston said.
"We are discovering new viruses!"
In particular, Marston's research
focuses on how blue-green algae can
evolve to become resistant to the
viruses.
"Many bacteria have recendy
evolved resistance to antibiotics, as
HIV has evolved to overcome many
of the drug therapies developed for
AIDS patients;' Marston explained.
"In marine systems, evolution of
either the virus or the bacteria could
lead to changes in viral-induced
bacterial mortality rates. Thus, this
project addresses the influence
viruses have on marine primary
productivity, the marine food web,
and global carbon cycling:'
Marston will work in collaboration with Dr. Jennifer Hughes of the
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at Brown University,
who is separately funded.
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FEATURE
''AsI got into it, I began to explore the

By Sarah Wilson
n 1906, a group of self-appointed
moral guardians called the League of
Decency launched a boycott against the
French actress Sarah Bernhardt, when she
was performing in Los Angeles. Bernhardt,
then 61, was considered the greatest actress

of her time - but she had a habit of using
shock and controversy to keep herself and
her career in the headlines (in which sense,
one might consider her the Madonna of
her day). The League of Decency won out,
and Bernhardt was forced to relocate her
show to the then-relatively remote,
developing suburb of Venice Beach.
What must this indignity have been
like for her, relatively late in her illustrious
career? Did she contemplate giving up? Or
was she too afraid of no longer being Sarah
Bernhardt, the controversial actress to ever

consider retiring? Had the celebrity
persona so obliterated the woman that she
could no longer separate the rwo?
These are questions that so fascinated
Roger Williams University creative writing

professor Adam Braver that he decided to
explore the answers in his
second novel, Divine
Sarah. Written mainly in
the voice of Bernhardt's
rich internal monologue,
Braversets his tale in a
single tumultuous week in
her life, attempting to
recreate what she might have
been thinking and feeling.
"I tried to imagine what it
must have been like to be
incredibly well known, well
respected, and considered one
of the greatest artisrs of your
time, and to not be able to
work because of your public
persona and what people think
of you," Braver said.

18
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theme of the relationship of art to the artist
- how much of a work of art is the artist
and how much of it is just the profession.
As an actress, did she assume the character
of Sarah Bernhardt so much that there was
nobody else underneath anymore? Was
there anything left to leave acting for?"
Braver admits that the week he chose as
the focus of his book probably rates no more
than a footnote among the more prominent
evenrs of Bernhardt's life. But to him, it
seemed like a psychologicallytelling moment.
"You see, I didn't want to do a birthto-grave thing," he explained. "To me, a
good and interesting piece of writing is
something that captures a specific moment,
and in that moment tells the story of a life.
I just couldn't imagine that this wouldn't
have played with her head."

As a fictional character, the Sarah
Bernhardt of Divine Sarah - her brashness
and extravagance combined with internal

conflict and self-doubt - is entirely a
creature of Braver's imagination. He notes

that the historical Bernhardt was such an
inscrutable and mysterious character that

even her autobiography was filled with
what he called "self-made legends."
Imagining the dichotomy berween the
public and private personas of celebrity
figures has been a rhe/Tiein Braver's work.
His first novel, Mr. Lincoln's Wtirs, was a

collection of short stories that illustrated
how outsiders' views of President Abraham
Lincoln differed from the actual man.
Again Braver based his story during a

bad poetry- but it wasn't until his early
20's that he began to think about writing
seriously.
"A lot of people go into writing
thinking it is something they could do
because they like to write," Braver explained.
"But they are often not necessarily willing to
do the work it takes to create something
good and meaningful. I came from kind of
the opposite direction. I wasn't sure I could
do it and felt I really needed to srudy ir,
work on it, and understand it. When I was
younger it was just how I expressed myself,
but when I rurned it into an art form, it had
to become more."

Braver received his bachelor's degree in
English, with an emphasis in creative
writing and literature, from the Vermont
College at Norwich University. He went
on to receive a master of fine arts degree in

fiction from Goddard College.
Always looking for ways to enhance his
writing, Braver says he has had many
influences over the years. For example,
Braver looked to Shakespeare in terms of
plotting and human relationships. He read
numerous plays for their use of dialogue to
advance a plot and the way a whole srory is
told solely through the interactions of
people. He cites the modern Czech
novelist Milan Kundera as an artist who

uses his work to say something beyond just
telling a story. For understanding style and
emotional writing, he points to Last Exit to
Brooklyn by Hubert Selby. For his use of
short descriptive sentences, it's Denis
Johnson, the author of Jesus' Son.

"Different books influence different
things,,, Braver said. "To me it never ends."

tumultuous time in his main character's

life: The last year of Lincoln's presidency,
with the Civil War still raging. Against this
chaotic back.drop, Braver portrayed Lincoln
as a grieving father struggling to come to
terms with the death of his son. Braver
expects his next novel to be similar - except
that the main character will be a contemporary person rather than a historical figure.
Braver didn't always believe he had

Braver's books have won considerable
critical acclaim - he was a Barnes and
Noble Discover Great New Writers
selection for Winter 2003 following the

release of Mr. Lincoln, War.r.But when it
com~ to his critics, Braver tri~ nor to read
che reviews too carefully because it's coo
easy ro obsess on them.
"You spend a lot of time writing a
book - years sometimes - and then
somebody reads it in a night and reviews
it," he explained. "Sometimes they just
don't get what you're trying to do, and
those reviews are easy to forget about. It's
when you know they did understand you
and criticized you intelligently - those
reviews hurt."

Braver began his teaching career in at
the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro and at Duke University, when
he and his wife relocated from San Francisco. While the decision to teach was one
of practicality and something Braver saw as
part of being a writer, he also believes that
teaching serves a higher purpose.
"[ think that there is an obligation to
share knowledge that you have," he said.
"It's a value I was raised with. Also, it
keeps me in engaged my field. I talk about
writing in a way that I would not talk
about it with other writers or just in my

head. It forces me ro always be thinking
about the basics, talking about them and
working them out."

Braver joined the Roger WiJliams
faculty in Fall 2003 after lecturing on
campus as part of the Visiting Writers
Series. He was excited by the enthusiasm
he sensed about taking the creative writing
program to new places, and the drive of
both the program and the University as a
whole to grow and change.
For the 2004-05 academic year, Braver
was awarded a Presidential Faculty Fellowship and is developing a "reading across the
curriculum" program. The goal of his
effort is to select a book that the entire
campus can read, and then organize a series

of lectures and interdisciplinary discussions
based around the one book. ❖

what it takes to be a successful fiction

author. As a child, he learned to express
himself through writing- short stories,
comic books, songs, and lots of admittedly

-
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RWU Professor Helps Recover
a Culture Destroyed by the
Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster
By Michael M. Bowden

N

Myron Stachiw
associate professor of historic preservation

early 20 years ago, on April 26,
1986, the unthinkable happened:
A meltdown occurred in Reacror
Four of a nuclear power plant located near
the previously lirtle-known Soviet ciry of
Chornobyl (formerly Chernobyl), Ukraine.
Glowing plumes of radioactive steam,
dust and smoke billowed high into the air
currents above. Atmospheric radiation
levels spiked as far away as Sweden.
As the world watched in horror, nearly
160,000 people were hurriedly evacuated
from rhe immediately surrounding
territories of Belarus, Ukraine, and Russia.
Residents were told to rake just an overnight
bag; they'd return in a day or two; rime was
of the essence. So household furnishings,
clothing, family photos and favorite toys
were abandoned. Heirloom embroidery
and ethnic crafts, antique Furniture and
religious icons were left where they stood.
Homework remained neatly folded in
school bags; dishes remained piled in the
sink; half-finished cups of tea sat next to
half-read newspapers; colorful parade Aoars
and banners for the upcoming May Day
holiday sat ready in municipal garages.
And there they Still sit to this day,
untouched; fatally contaminated with
radiation. Virtually no one ever returned
home - and no one will, nor for another
few centuries at least. The entire Polissia
region - a remote, swampy territory
crisscrossed by rivers and lakes, dorred with
tiny villages and farms - was thickly
blanketed in nuclear fallout. Huge swaths
of the area - 25,000 square miles of land
in Ukraine, and more in bordering areas

of Russia and Belarus - were heavily
irradiated, and many rendered instantly
unfit for human habirarion.
Today, the immediate crisis is long past,
and the refugees widely dispersed (over the
decade following the accident, an additional
60,000 people would be displaced from
less-irradiated rerricories in Ukraine, with
more than I 60 villages evacuated and
relocated). Domestic and international aid
organizations have concenrrared on
rhe disaster's most glaring results - irs
terrible impact on rhe region's economy,
environment, and heahh (radiation
poisoning, increased rares of cancer and
birth defectS, etc.). Bu, the area's rich, lost
cultural heritage has been largely ignored
by the world - and that's a blind spot that
Myron Srachiw, associare professor of
hisroric preservarion at Roger \Xlilliams
Universiry, intends ro remedy.
Srachiw, whose career includes a nine-year
stint as resident historian ar Old Sturbridge
Village (an open-air museum in i\1assachuseHs that recreates life in a Colonial-era
New England rown), was recently awarded
a Fulbright Gran, to support his study and
evaluation of the work of Ukrainian scholars
over rhe past 15 years in documenting and
preserving the traditional folk culture of
Polissia. Last summer, and again during che
Fall 2004 semester, he joined some of these
scholars on a series of expeditions deep
into the so-called ''dead zone'' surrounding
Chornobyl - along wirh a camera crew,
which is filming a documentary of the
project to help raise public awareness.
"We collected artifacts, rook photographs.
made drawings and rook measurements of
historically significant buildings - houses.
churches, farm strucrures, and cemeteries, -Srachiw explained. "We also interviewed
some older people who'd rerurned, learning
about their crafts, religious objects,
agricultural traditions, srories, folk
wisdom, and songs.,,
Following the meltdown, an estimated
3,500 people - mostly the elderly - either
refused ro leave their villages or soon
returned, saying they'd rather die of
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radiation ar home rlun from homesickness
in some disranr place. Againsr explicit
governmenr warnings, rhey car food from
rhcir own backyard gardens, drink milk
from rheir own cows, and claim ro feel
perfectly hcalrhy. Eighrccn years 3frer rhe
accident, anywhere from a quarter ro a half
of these people remain. Many died of old
age, Ollters from illness, some undoubredly
from die effecrs of rhe r;idiarion.
''They [rhe Ukrainian erhnographers he'll
be joining] are making hundreds of audio
,111dvideo recordings of these people, rrying
ro documenr as much as rhcy can,'' Stachiw
said. "Because once rhcy'rc gone, no people
will be living rht:n.: in any organized way
for ~mother couple of centuries.''

ro take on something like this in the case
of similar disasters in the future."
Ethnographers have long idenrified
Polissia as a hisrorically imponam, culturally
isolated area that preserves very ancient
rradirions largely unchanged.
"In focr, hisrorians worldwide in the
last decade have identified rhis region as
rhe very cradle of Slavic culture," Srachiw
nored. Bur due to rhe rapid descrucrion
of mhcr culrurally imporranr areas in the
former Soviet Union, ;i comprehensive
ethnographical survey of rhe area was
never completed.
''The auirude was basically, 'Nothing
is rhrearening ir, we'll ger to it; it's rhcre,"'
Srochiw said. "And then the Chernobyl

film - together with a planned Inrernet
catalog of the artifacts collected - will help
bring much-needed international attention
ro rhe project and its wider implications.
"The hisroric resources are important in
themselves, bur I believe rhar there's another,
even more important factor - the issue of
understanding a people's connection to their
pasr and their land, as a factor defining who
they are in rhe present and their sense of
themselves in rhe furure," Srachiw explained.
''There have been a lot of studies on
the psychological impacts of disasrer - but
none that talk about this kind of literal
severance from one's past and place of
past," he continued. "I wanr to explore
both the physical remains of that pasr and

"Basically it's like the extinction of a species. Once a particular folk
culture is wiped away and eliminated, you're never going to get it back."
'The Cradle of Slavic Culture'
Srachiw - who, ::isthe son of immigr::inrs,
!)peaks !hu.:nt Ukrainian - is imeresred in
more th:111juM open-air museums. His
bro:tdcr vision encompasses past, prcsenr
and future: He wants lO cxplort: the immense
historical imponancc or the region; rhc
n:nio11:1\is1icpassion and physical courage
driving l'thnographers to prest.:rve rhat
history; .ind rhe il'ssons robe drawn from
Poli!)!ii.1's
11':1gcdy.
''Unforrunarcly, rhis is going 10 happen
again," Sr:1chiw said. "\X/hcthcr ir's done
by n.:rrorisrs or occurs through hum~m
Lrror, it's going to happen again. And we
can il':trn from how thL' Ukrainians tried
to mirig:nc rhc dis:isrer's imp:te1 on their
culrur~1lhcrirage. \X1e need robe prepared

accident happened, and in a maner of a
week rhc culture of a large ponion of the
region had been wiped clean like a blackboard. The cultural link of people tO their
land was essentially cur."
fu one moder~1 Ukrainian writer notes,
"These people had homes, motorcycles,
garages, cars, country houses; rhey
had money, friends and relatives. They
had rhcir lives, their niches. Then in a
marrer of hours, their cnrire world fell ro
pieces. After a few hours' rrip in an army
vehicle, they stood under a chemical
shower to wash away the radiation, then
stepped in a new life, naked -no home,
no friends, no money, no past and a very
doubtful future .•,
Afrer the disintegration of the
Soviet Union, however, Ukrainian
ethnographers mounted
organized, systematic efforts
to preserve the traditional
artifacts and lore of Polissia.
These efforts have accelerated
in recent years, and Stachiw
hopes that his Fulbright
research and documentary

the psychological comfort people gained
from a continuity of connection to rhat
pasr. Because basically it's like rhe extinction
of a species. Once chis particular folk
culture, or a big component of it, is wiped
away and eliminated, you're never going ro
get it back."
'Closet Nationalists'
Srachiw first connected wirh his ancestral

homeland in 1989, during Mikhail
Gorbachev's perestroika initiative, when as a historian at Old Sturbridge Village - he
picked up the telephone and direct-dialed
the curator of a similar museum in Ukraine.
The result was a six-week exchange of
museum personnel, in which Scachiw
visited Ukraine and a Ukrainian Museum
staff member visited Srurbridge.
"Because I could speak the language, it
was really easy ro build a creative rapport
with the curator," Stachiw said. "And he
felt emboldened enough by the whole
perestroika issue to make the agreement
firsr, and then seek higher-up approval.
Ir turned our to be the first inrernational
partnership exchange with rhe Soviet Union."

Since then, Scachiw has been a frequent
visitor co Ukraine, building personal and
professional alliances, conducting fieldwork
and leading tours for orher American
scholars and archeological expens. In the
Soviet days, he said, Ukrainian ethnographers
were constrained by the requirements of
communist orthodoxy.
"They had tO collect and interpret objects
in an overtly ideological way," Stachiw
explained. "Folk museums basically had ta
illustrate the failure of bourgeois exploitation
of the peasants. Bue in reality, rhe museum
staffs and ethnographers tended to be
'closer nationalists' on a mission ro rescue
Ukrainian rradiriona1 folk culture from
Soviet uniformity. So if they found an
archeologically or historically significant
hut, they would jusrify irs preservation
by calling it the birthplace of a Soviet
partisan or revolutionary organizer."
Post-independence, Ukrainians' passion
to recover the lost heritage of Polissia has
redoubled, and chis phenomenon intrigues
Scachiw.
"It is partially a newly independent
nation's chance to rewrite and recreate its
history, to fill in gaps of history, to reclaim
this region as their own," he said. "If they
can establish this link, then they become
the descendents and inheritors of the mosr

ancient Slavic civilization - not jusr as a
matter of cultural chest-thumping, but
from a more objective perspective as well."
With the help of Roger Williams funding,
continuing financial support from the
Ukrainian Diaspora in the US and Canada,
and his Fulbright-sponsored academic year
in residence in Ukraine, Srachiw says his
goal is "co study and participate in the
recovery process, to see rhe results firsthand, ta look at what they've collected, to
understand their methodology, ro evaluate
their results, as well as what ir represents in
a political and cultural conrexr. These are
new areas that haven't been explored before."
Scachiw credirs Roger Williams undergrad Mania Rodko (also of Ukrainian
descent) with helping him assemble
comprehensive background information
for the project. "She's done a really
remarkable job," he said.
The 'Dead Zone'
Srachiw said the radiation danger of his
expedition into the "dead zone" is a matter
of some uncertainry- the amount of"safe"

exposure depends on whose guidelines and
standards you follow, and varies widely
according to the area you're in.
As an example, a young Ukrainian
woman who calls herself Elena (she
prefers ro remain anonymous), has
wrirren vividly of her motorcycle
journeys deep inta the dead zone,
noting char it's actually not very
dead at all except in the immediate
vicinity of the power plant - in fact,
Polissia has become something of
an eerie nature preserve.
"The people have all left,
and narnre is blooming," she
writes. "There are beautiful
woods and lakes. I carry a
dosimeter with me, which shows
the various levels of radiation
on the asphalt - usually quite
safe on the middle of road,
but twice as high at the
edge. If you step one
merer off che road it
:~~~-is four or five rimes
~
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higher. Radiation sits on the soil, on the
grass, in apples and mushrooms. But it is
not retained by the asphalt, which makes
rides through this area possible."
Of her explorations in the city of Prypiat
- located three km. from the reactors; once
a city of 48,000 - Elena notes, "The silence
here is deafening; it's unnerving and
downright spooky. At first glance, it seems
like a normal rown. There is a taxi stop, a
grocery srore; someone's wash hangs from
the balcony and the windows are open.
But then I see a slogan on a building that
says, The Party of Lenin Will Lead s m
the Triumph of Communism - and I
realize rhar those windows were opened
to the spring air of April 1986."
If Myron Stachiw has his way, at lease
some of this forgotten past will find ics
way back inro rhe present. ❖

While the primary purpose of the SIMF is co provide hands-on
training in securities analysis and portfolio management, the other
key objective was co make money.
"Having students actively participate in the management of a
portfolio helps co bridge the gap berween theory and practice,"
explained Dr. Michael Melton, director of the Center for Advanced
Financial Education and assistant professor of financial services, who
taught the class. "The Center is particularly focused on the applied
side of finance."
The Center integrates the latest in financial analyses technology
providing real-time access to news and data necessary to replicate the
environment encountered in the financial industry.
"We were able to use such systems as SOS Market Watch and
Bloomberg, which provide the analytic tools, news and fundamental

Industries in the portfolio ranged from the rypical Retail,
Drug and Energy Utiliry co the more unique Sofrware Gaming
and Foreign Telecommunications. Though value was the
portfolio's major objective, another goal was to diversify the
portfolio across different sizes of companies, based on market
capitalization. After the portfolio was constructed, another
important aspect of portfolio management took the spotlight namely, monitoring and evaluating its performance.
"Thanks to the technology provided through the Center, we
were able to monitor news and performance across all markets,"
Kozick said.
Threadgill noted that, though the actual seminar met only once
a week, excited srudents were constantly stopping into the Center to
check on their progress.

data, helping financial analysts to better understand the markets,"
Kozick explained. "SDSystems provides current information on
company fundamentals and performance, and market overviews from
Zacks, Lionshares and Barchart.com, giving access to institutions,
mutual funds, and insider/stakeholder information in real time."
Under Melton's guidance, students took on the responsibilities of
real financial analysts from day one.
''A, a student of the class, I was able to incorporate much of what
I had learned in prior corporate finance courses, capital market
courses, and investment courses, which allowed me to prepare and
construct a portfolio from scratch," Kozick said.
And once the class had successfullychosen the optimal induStries
within each particular sector, attention shifted to company selection.
"The selection process highlighted the major industries that the
student managers felt would best contribute to the overall success of
the portfolio," Kozick explained. 'The portfolio management team
was accountable for screening all the companies presented - 200 or
300 in all- then narrowing the list through a majority vote."
"We ended up purchasing 21 stocks from across 17 indusrries,"
Threadgill '05, accounting and financial services major, added.
"Now, ifit were our own money, I think we might have been up for a
little more risk- but when you'reinvestingsomeone else'smoney, you
need to make sure it's a lirtle bit safer; still new and exciting, but not
completely out there."

"There would always be one or rwo of us in the Center, keeping
track of things," she explained. "We really wanted to accomplish
something. And sometime in the middle of November we looked at
where our returns were, and noticed we were doing a couple of points
better than the market."

Students
Plaved
theMarket
- andBeatthePros
By MichaelM. Bowden

l

ast semester, thineen students at the Gabelli School of
Businesspurchased a ponfolio of stocks, not as a
classroom exercise, but as an actual, real-money investment.
They ended up earning 7.6 percent over their investment-time
horizon, beatingthe Dow Jones IndustrialAverageby roughly 1.8
percent and the Standardand Poor's 500 by roughly two percent
during the same time period, while also assuming less risk than
the market!
The students selected
and purchased the stocks - collectively
entitled the Student Investment Management Fund (SIMF)- as part
of the undergraduate
financecourseentitled,"PonfolioManagement,"using $100,000 of University endowment and grant money,
together with the state-of-the-art resources of the University'snew
C-enrerfor AdvancedFinancial Education.
"Businessstudentsanywherecan expect to study the stock
marketand work out investmentplans," said Veronica Threadgill,
one of the studentsin the class. "But the experiencetakeson
a whole new dimensionwhen your school handsyou
$100,000 in real money and says, 'Okay,what do
you think we should do with it?"'
~

V

Aaron Kozick, a senior management
major and financialservicesminor who served
as fund manager,agreed."There is such a
differencebetween portfolio simulation
games and managing real dollars,"he
said. "It'sa greatway to learn about
riskaversionand how perception
can drive markets."

That trend continued co improve - and at the end of the semester,
the portfolio management team formally presented their impressive
performance to Universiry dignitaries such as Chairman of the Board
Ralph Papitto, President Roy Nirschel, Vice President of Finance Jim
Noonan, Dean of the Gabelli School ofBusiness Maling Ebrahimpour,
and members of the Gabelli School of Business Board of Advisors.
Kozick hastens to clarify, that the excellent monetary return is
only parr of the story.
"Regardless of the monerary returns, I believe the Portfolio
Management class and SIMF can be considered an enormous success
based solely on the lessons and experiences encountered," Kozick said.
"It provided students with an opportunity to gain real-life experience
in portfolio management. I now have the opportunity co showcase
my knowledge and abilities to create and manage a portfolio, as well
as understand the advanced portfolio analysis sofrware used in today's
financialinstitutions."
Threadgill agreed."Overall, it was a wonderful learning
experience, and the fuct that it turned out so well made it all the more
enjoyable." ❖
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his year is a banner year for
the Annual Fund, and we are
on our way to breaking

alumni panicipation records.
There is still rime to make your
Annual Fund gift to Roger Williams
Universiry. Make your gift by June 30'h
and:

• Secure a place for yourself on the
2004-05 Donor Honor Roll
• Continue to make tt differencefor
our students for the years to come
• Help push the 2004-05 Ann uni
Fund beyond its gon/

You can make your gift onlinc.
Please visit our website at www.rwu.edu
then click on the 'Giving to RWU' link.
Click on 'Make a Donation' and use our
safe, secure giving form. Should you
have any questions, please call us at
(401) 254-3071.

Please send your gift to:

Office of Developmellt
One Old Ferry Road
Bristol, RI 02809
(401) 254-3071

By Steven Withrow, '97
BFA, Creative Writing

Three lessons I learned while ar Roger Williams have served me well every day in my
work as an editor and writer. They are:
I. Commas are dangerous
2. Books matter
3. !JJIOU w,mt to be a good write,; first be
a good person
The firsr lesson came from a journalism
course taught by Ted Delaney. For me it refers to
the risk of miscommunication caused by careless use of even the tiniest elements of language.
Think of the differencebetween inflammable and
inAammarory. One burns; the other doesn't. Or
do they both burn, each in irs/it'sown way/weigh'
The second lesson emerged from one of
Martha Christina's poetry workshops. I don't
remember who said it, bur I believe ir - rhar
rhe wrirren word, fixed in ink on paper, can
make life berter. Having wrirren rwo nonfiction books of my own, and having probably
read thousands of books by others, I can attest to their transformational power.

The third lesson relates to the second,
and drama professor Peter Wright taught it
ro me in a playwriting seminar. I'm .still struggling with ,his one. I can grasp its surface
meaning -and its subtle play on good and
well (see lesson one) - yet the implied message of raking responsibility for what I write,
of improving my life as I improve my craft,
is a more slippery proposition. I'm working
on it, though, as all \Vriters must.
Those rhree lessons, once learned, were
like hammer strikes to the bell of my brain. I
can still hear the echoes.
1early eight years ago 1 left Roger \X'illiams, and I have accomplished things I never
anricipared on graduarion day: I've earned a
masrer's degree from Emerson College, gm
married (to another Roger \Xlilliams grad).
edited a molecular biology journal, helped 10
found a literary magazine, published two books
abour carrooning, and scarred wriring a young
aduh novel. I've even pirched an animared series ro Carroon Network in Holly,vood!
Ir mighr sound rrire to say I couldn't have
done ir wirhour the support and inspiration
of my reachers- bur ir's rhe truth. I made the
decision ro become a professionaJ writer on
1he Roger Williams campus in Bristol. because certain reachers saw and encouraged the
poer, rhe journalist, rhe philosopher in me.
and char has been my mission ever since.
I srill chink commas are perilous among
puncruarion marks. I know without doubt rhat
books are a saving grace. and rhar rhe besr
wrirers are those who exercise compassion and
nor simply compound-complex sentences.
As a fourth and final lesson, l nxallthe words
of another writing professor. Geoffrey Clark:
4. Listen ro )'Our chamcrers; /er them wk, rhe
story where they wam it to go.
As the main character in mv own srorv.
I have some grand desrinarions in mind. •

:9-, rs rlir ,mrhor oJToon An .md
\'(:,cbcomics, msrmnionlll tmdr books for (',irtoo,wu ,md
,mimmors p11blishrd imrnutt/01111/h ~ Thr llrx flrrt.... Hrs
short JtorirJ, porms, m,d comiN h.~1•,:11ppr,1rrd1ndr/J in
prim 1111d
011/iur. 1\low 11 u 1riurlrditor for rlir cn-,un·r .<rrz,icrf drp11rrmr111
of SujjO/Jt l '11i1•rrs,n/11 80Jto11,/,r /ii·N
u,irh his wife, Lnlr,) Brn11 \\ ·,;hrou·, BS ·9s, ,,,
C11mbrrlnnd. Rliotlr Isln11d.stn·r1111•1tl,ro11·€),
1J'll0.(0m
Sm•m \Virhrou•, BFA
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NOTES

I alumni news and noteworthy events
where he was responsible for
the company's data and telecommunications
infrastructure.

1976
Daniel Mara, B.A., Humanities, has been selected as the
Central Atlancic Collegiate
Conference·s first representative to the NCAA Division II
Management Council.
The
council handles the day-to-day
operations of Division IL He
has worked atTeikyo Post University for 8 years.

1977
Douglas Willis., B.S..Business
Administration. has been appointed senior vice president
for Marsh.a risk and insurance
services company. He has been
with Marsh in their Connecticut offices for 19 years.

1985

1970
Ronald L. Martel, B.S. Business Adrn1n1strat1on.
named

dean of students

at

Johnson & Wales Un1vers1ty m
Providence, RI. Amongst other
things. he will be m charge of

student

act1v1t1es

t1ficate for perfect attendance
on June 23. 2004, that makes
3081 days of not being absent
Mark Is employed by Nathan
Bishop Middle School m Providence. RI

1974

and rcs1den-

Peter A. DeAngelis,Jr., 8.A,
Psychology. was selected as
the new town manager for
Barrington, RI. He has worked
for the town of Barrington for
28years.
Robert Gaipo, B.S.,Civil Engineering Technology. retired in
June of 200 I fromAquaSource.
a water and wastewater utility
company that owns. operates
and contracts services from
Southwest FL to New York. He
currently lives in FL with his
wife Bonnie. and is enjoying
spending time with his kids and
grandkids.
Henry Thayer., B.A., Humanities. has joined Electronic Data
Systems as a technical team delivery manager. He was previously employed by Blue Cross
& Blue Shield of Rhode Island

ml l,fe. Pnor to this. he was

11nenm assoc1ate vice president for student affairs at
Temple University, PA

1973
James Dudelson, B.A., Humanities. has produced and directed the remake of the classic movie

Dawn o( the Dead.

Anthony

Lato, Jr., B.A .. El-

ementary

Education.

was ap-

pointed the principle of the
Moms Academy High School
Credit

Retrieval

Program/

Middle School Behavior Program: he 1s also a chief inspector for the Nevada Athletic

Commiss1ons. whJCh oversees
all boxmg events in the Nevada.
Mark J.Malin, B.A., Social Science. was awarded his 18th cer-
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llmar John Filhaber, B.S.,
Electric Engineering Tech, has
been appointed to the Board
of Directors of Harrington
Sandberg Architecture and Engineering. He will be leading
the firm's mechanical and engineering services.
Ellen Foley, B.S., Paralegal
Studies, has been named community relations director for
Sterling Glenn, an upscale senior living residence. She will
be responsible for marketing
and communications outreach.
Tommie L.Johnson,A.S., lndustrialTechnology. is currently
CEO of JohnCo Development
Corporation in Tuskegee. AL.
He is also running for Mayor
of Tuskegee.
Ted Lochner, B.S., Historic
Preservation, just finished a
kitchen design and remodeling
for The Learning Channel"s
program America's Ugliest
Kitchen. He worked with designer Doug Wilson from
"Trading Spaces." The project
lasted 2 weeks and entailed demolishing the old kitchen and
replacing it with a new kitchen
worth over $50,000.

1987
Marc Busny, 8.5., BusinessAdministration. has been elected
to director of Tofias. PC. one
of New England"s largest accounting and consulting firms,
he also serves as chief marketing officer. He is the first marketing executive to be elected
director in a New England
based accounting firm.
Keith Michael Johnson, B.A..
has been chosen by the Rhode
Island Office of Library Ser-

vices to tour his new science
show, WILDWILDWEATHER.to
nearly all of the state"s public
libraries during the summer of
2005 as part of the summer
reading program

1989
Todd Penney, B.S, Civil Engineering Technology, is currently
working for Fuss and O'Neill
in the company's Land Development Group: he is a registered professional engineer for
the state of Connecticut. He
lives in Tolland. CT with his wife
Beth (Bradbard)
Penney.
B.S..Civil Engineering Technology and their children Briana
and Kyle

1990
Kimber Bannan, B.S.,Marine
Biology, has been promoted to
0-4. LCDR in the Coast Guard
and transferred to Washington,
DC to be the Coast Guards
liaison to the Department of
Homeland Security- Office of
Domestic Preparedness; she is
working on counter-terrorism
preparedness and developing/
managing the National Exercise
Program
She lives in
Fredericksburg. VA with her
companion Anthony Malyszka.
her one-eyed pitbull Lucy and
two ferrets,
Seamus and
Aengus

1991
Lauren
Matarese,
B.S ..
Criminal Justice, has been promoted to captain for the Westerly, RI Police Department. She
has been with the department
for 23 years.
Rich Peate, B.A.. Psychology.
has graduated with his Psy.D
from Nova Southeastern University in Ft. Lauderdale. FL.
Jack Shippee, 8.S., Administration of Justice, received his
masters degree in criminal justice from Boston University; he
also graduated from the FBI
National Academy. He is an
executive officer with the
Charleston Police Department.
DougVeeder, BA. Psychology.
is running for State Representative in Massachusetts.

1995
Michael Gawel, B.S.Administration of Justice. has been
appointed Chief of Police for
the town of Foster. RI. He has
been with the department for
19 years.
James A. Hart, B.S.,Criminal
Justice, recently graduated from
the FBI Academy in Quantico,
VA He entered the academy
as a lieutenant and was pro-

mated to captain during his
time in the academy. He has
been with the Smithfield, RI Police Department for 18 years
Charles A. Henderson, B.S.,
Administration of Justice. recently graduated from the
Damage Control Assistant
(DCA) course at Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) School.
Newport. R.l. The DCA course
is designed to provide prospective shipboard DCAs with
training that includes in-depth
study in the areas of damage
control administration
and
training. systems. Damage Control Petty Officer Program requirements. equipment. maintenance procedures. battle
damage evaluation and containment techniques, firefighting,
and Chemical, Biological, Radiological defense procedures
The course also incorporates
a two-day advanced firefighting
laboratory.
Sean Michael
McKenney,
B.A., Architecture. has been appointed job captain for the retail studio of Gensler. San Francisco. Previously Sean was with
The Wiseman Group

1996
Edward Mello, B.S..Criminal
Justice, has been promoted to
police chief for the town of
Westerly. RI. He has been with
the department for 18 years.
(See photo caption page 32.)

1997
John Condon, B.S., Environmental Engineering. has passed
part 2 of the Professional Engineers Exam and is now a registered professional engineer.
ThomasToscano,B.S..Criminal Justice. has been promoted
to lieutenant with the Westerly.
RI Police Department. He has
been with the department for
17 years

1998
Rober-t Eaton.Jr., B.S..Criminal Justice. has been promoted
to the rank of captain for the
Smithfield. RI. Police Department: he has been with the department for 9 years
Seth Grue, B.S.. Marine Biology. has taken a position as assistant director of residence life
at Emerson College. Seth previously worked at Georgia Tech
where he was honored with
the creation of the Seth M.
Grue Resident Appreciation
Award. This award will be given
out yearly to faculty or staff
who go above or beyond to
help residents of Georgia Tech.

Robert Warner, B.S.. Criminal Justice. has been promoted
to corporal for the Westerly,
RI Police Department: he has
been with the department for
9 years.

Weddings

2002
Amanda Wolf, B.S..Biology, is
currently attending graduate
school atWayne SeateUniversity
in Detroit. Ml: she is working at
the Detroit Medical Center.

2003
1999 -Ahnee Gillespie, '99, B.A., Politicnl Science, and
Ryan}. Senator, "02,BachelorofArchitecrure. were married
September 24'h, 2004, at the Cathedml of lmmnculate
Conception in Portlrmd, Maine. Ahnee is curremly working
within the insurance indwtry servingm rm account manager
at Healey & Associates, Inc., in Portland. She received her
N!asrersof Science Degree in Adult Education wirh a focus
in rmining and staff de11elopmentthis past Ma)\ and hopes
to soon transition imo the non-profit secto,: Ryan has been
employed as an associate with TFH Architects, a firm who
specializes in green design. The co1tpleresidesin Portland.
Kimberly (Birge) Liberman,
B.S.. Marine Biology.graduated
in May with a Masters in Science Education degree from
Syracuse University. She is currently teaching science and
health at Nashoba Brooks
School in Concord. MA
Janice (Roderick)
Taylor,
B.A..Theatre. has taken a position at Simmons College as the
director of alumni relations.

with the Narragansett
Bay
Commission.
Kimberly (Pinney) Sullivan,
B.S., Marine Biology, was recently promoted to senior fisheries biologist for the Rhode
Island Department of Environmental Management's Division
of Fish and Wildlife, she lives in
West Warwick. RI. with her
husband Robert, daughter
Rebekah and son Christian.

1999

2000

Gary Chamberland,
B.S.,
Criminal Justice, has been appointed chief for the Sterling.
MA Police Department. He had
been with the Woonsocket, RI
Police Department for 22 years.
Phillip Esser, B.S., Historic
Preservation. has become a
member of the Ridgefield, CT
Historic District Commission.
He previously spent 5 years in
Seattle and Los Angeles preparing national register nominations and consulting on historic
building renovations.
Chr-istina Jakubowski, B.A.,
SocialScience.iscurrently working for Pfizer Animal Health as
an associate of marketing communications. She is also enrolled
in New York University's continuing education program for
interior design.
John J.Sullivan, B.S.,Business
Management, has been appointed to director of public
works for Exeter, RI. He was
formerly a police officer in
Providence. RI and Connecticut. He is also a civil engineer

James S.Arcand, B.S.,Crimi~
nalJustice,has been promoted
to lieutenant for the town of
Smithfield, Rl; he has been with
the department for JS years.
Currently he is the officer in
charge of marine patrol.
Matthew Segal, B.S..Business
Management hasjoined Morgan
Stanley as a financial advisor.

2001
Lisa Cannavino.
B.S., Mathematics.
graduated
from
Fordham Law School and is
currently working for Sidley.
Austin, Brown, & Wood in New
York City as an associate for
the Capital Markets Group.
Scott Frank, B.S., Administration of Justice. has been appointed operations support
technician
for the United
States Secret Service in their
New York Field Office.
Lisa Silva, B.A., Psychology.
received her master's degree
in counseling and is working
toward her CAGS.

Scott Carson, B.A.. Graphic
Design, is currently employed
by D. Sokolin Co. as a graphic
designer and arc director.
D. Sokolin is a wine brokerage
firm in Bridgehampton. NY. He
resides on Long Island. NY

Marriages
1991
Marlene Vieira, B.A..Theatre
to John Scerrato on June 12,
2004. Marlene has two sons,
Jack and Scott from a previous
marriage. The family resides in
Farmington. CT.

Births

1999
Michelle St-Amand, BA. Psychology. to Joshua Gunschel.
Michelle is a foster care senior clinician with ComrrM..mityCare Services in Fall River.MA The couple
resides in Nev,, Bedford, MA
Leo Kushner, B.S.,Computer
Information Systems, to Kara
Gemme on June 11, 2004. Leo
is employed at FM Global as a
sr. software developer. After a
honeymoon in St. Lucia. the
couple will reside in North
Attleboro, MA.
Andrew
Petr-uccelli,
B.S..
Computer
Information
Systems. to Jennifer Dinelle 'O I,
B.S.. Business Management on
April 24, 2004. Andrew is employed by Computer Associates, Inc. and Jennifer is employed by Roger Williams Uni•
versity. After a honeymoon in
St. Lucia, the couple resides in
Cumberland. RI.

1990

2000
Jim Waters,
B.A.. Architecture,to Katie Bohl in 'O I .B.S.,
Marketing on October
25.
2003. Jim and Kacie both work
for Armstrong World Industries in Lancaster. PA

1995
Jenifer Russo, B.A., Social Science to Robert Maloney on
March I, 2003. Jenifer teaches
I" grade remedial reading. After a honeymoon in Hawaii, the
couple resides in Brewster. NY.

1996
Joanne Amoruso, B.A.. Communications. to Timothy Pease
on June I 9. 2004. Joanne is
employed by Bain & Company
as a global project leader. After a honeymoon in Acapulco.
Mexico the couple resides in
Malden. MA
Jennifer Arnold, B.S., Marine
Biology, to Gregg John, B.S..
Marine Biology on March I 2,
2004. Jennifer and Gregg are
employed by Journal of Neurosurgery at the University of
Virginia. The couple resides in
Charlottesville.VA.
Joelle Kirouac. B.S.. Marine
Biology. to Jon Fontana on June
26, 2004. Joelle is employed by
Fluor NE Inc. in Rumford. RI
After a honeymoon in St. Lucia,
the
couple
resides
in
Pawtucket, RI.

1998
Michelle Metzger, B.S., Marine Biology,
to Emmett
Jorgensen on June 12, 2004.
Michelle is an aquarist at Something Fishy. The couple resides
in Cumberland, RI.

1989
Tanner Chance Capelli.on June 6,
2004 to Sandra Rose, B.S,
Business Adm1n1strat1on. and
her husband, Michael. Tanner
Is the couple's first child
Brenna Noelle Muldowney. on
November 27. 2003 to Br-ian
Muldowney, B.A, Psychology,
and his wife Sandra. Brenna Is
the couple's first child
Megan Mane Tucker. on January I 0, 2004 to Karen Mar-ie
(Fardy) Tucker, B.5.. Marketing. and her husband Douglas.
Megan 10Ins her older brother
Kevin. age 2.
Sophia Nicole Villani. on April
30. 2004
to
Christina
(Spanakos)Villani.B.S..Bus1ness Administration.
and her
husband Guy. Sophia 1s the
couple·s first child.

2001
Jonathan Hnath, B.S.. Biology.
to Kati Segnit on June 26, 2004.
Jonathan is employed by the
Institute for Genomic Research
as a research associate. The
couple lives in Germantown, MD.
Angela Michael,B.S..Biology.
to A. Ryan Tiebout '02. B.S..
Computer
Information
Systems in May 2003. Angela is
employed by Serano Reproductive Biology Institute in
their research lab and A. Ryan
is employed by Roger Williams
University. The couple resides
in Fall River. MA.
Chad Sartini, B.S., Administration
of Justice, to Erin
Moran 'O I, B.S.. Social and
Health Services on May 23.
2004. Chad and Erin are both
employed
by the State of
Rhode Island Department of
Veterans Affairs. After a honeymoon in Las Vegas. NV, the
couple resides in Lincoln. RI.

2002
Kelly
Wakeman,
B.A.,
Psychology.
to
Robert
Cervellione.
B.A.. Architecture on June 12. 2004. Kelly is
a psychiatric researcher at Hillside Hospital in NY; Robert is
employed as a project architect. The couple resides in
Bronx.NY.

David Hams Heller.on April 29,
2004 to Jodi (Taubman)
Heller, B.S..Marketing.and her
husband David. David 10Ins his
older sister Lilly Emma. age 2.

1991
Matthew Joseph Bereta, on
October JO.2003 to Heather
Cr-ouch er, B.S..Business ManagemenL Matthew ,s Heather's
first child.

1992
Colleen Marie Garrity on October 29. 2003 to Michael J.
Garrity,
B.S.. Construction
Management
and Lori
E.
(Bushey) Garrity. B.S.. Business Management.
Colleen
joins her older brothers.
Connor. age 4 and Kevin. age 2.
Hannah Bailey Gerber.on January 21. 2004 to Kristie
(Kirchner)
Gerber, B.A.. Psychology.and Howard Gerber.
B.A., Communications. Hannah
is the couple's first child.
James D.Wilson, on March I 0.
2004 to James Wilson, B.A..
Architecture.
and his wife
Heather. James is the couple ·s
first child.

1994
Connor
Jason Aldrich.
on
March I 6. 2004 to Kelsey
(Eisler) Aldrich. B.S., Paralegal Studies
and Derek
Aldrich,
B.A.. Architecture.
Connor is the couple's first
child.
Kevin Chandler Roach.on April
I I, 2004 to Andrea
(May)
Roach, B.A.. Social Science.
and Robert Roach, B.A.. Architecture.
Kevin is the
couple's first child.
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NOTES
1998

ApEointments
& Promotions
/ 996 -

Edward A. Mello,
'96, Criminrd jusria, hm
Chief o{
Polia-JOr\Ylesrerly.
R.I.. Mello
beg1111
his r11reau ith the de-

ha11 appointed

1

p,,rnnem m a resert11.' oj}irni11 1986. be/Orebecoming11
Jiill-11111,·
p,1m,lm,111
m 1988. /-fr had Cem i11rlH11gt'
of
rlw d1•p,11·mmusin((' the June 30. 2004. retiremem of
frmm·r polite ChitfSuphn, N. Haker, who mdorsed rlu.·
/Ormer (i1p111m1\le/10to hnid the dep11rtmem.

1995
Alison Grace Barretta.on Feb-

ruary 23. 2004 to Christine
(Sullivan) Baretca, B.A.,Psychology, and her husband
Frank. Alison io1ns her older
brother Ryan. age 2.

C:mlin Alyss.i Casey,on May 6,

2004 to Jennifer

"Figgy"

(Stanley) Casey,B.S.,Marketmg. and her husband Michael.
C:mlin 1sthe couple's first child.
Sean Henry Kavanagh, on May
18. 2004 lo Laura (Czescik)
Kavanagh, B.A .. Soc1al Science, and her husband. Greg.
Sean 1sthe couple's first child.
Cole Matthew Verrelli, on
March 30, 2004 to Dawn
( Catelotti) Verrelli. B.A., Psychology, and Sandino Verrelli.
B.S., Markeung. Cole 1s the
couple·s first ch,ld.
Grace Carolyn Zwolinski. on
December 29. 2003 to Janet
(Kotkofski)
Zwolinski, B.S.,

Historic Preservation, and her
husband Michael. Grace is the
couple"s first child.

1996
Jenna Elizabeth McHardy, on
October 12,2003 to Timothy
McHardy, B.S.. Construction
Management, and his wife
Michelle. Jenna is the couple's
first child.
Paige Elizabeth Raposo, on
March 2, 2004 to Heidi
(Roethel) Raposo, B.S.. Paralegal Studies. and her husband
Humberto.
Paige is the
couple's first child.

1997
Madison May Tuck.on April 30.
2004 to Michelle (Hoeffier)
Tuck, B.A., Architecture, and
Christopher
Tuck, B.A., Architecture.
Maddie is the
couple's first child.

Samantha Alexandra Linda. on
September 24. 2004 to Julie
(Smith) Linda, B.S.. Marketing. and her husband, Gregory.
Samantha is the couple's first
child.
Natasha PaigeWessells. on July
4. 2004 to Emily (Sefcik)
Wessells, B.S., Historic Preservation. and her husband Richard. Natasha is the couple's
first child.

Deaths
1953
Benjamin"Bud"
AresonVI,
A.S., Business Administration,
died March 28, 2004. He was
the husband of Elizabeth
(Shola) Areson. Mr. Areson
was a business agent at Council 94, AFL-CIO for 22 years
before retiring in 1987. He
was a U.S. Army veteran of
WWII. Besides his wife, he
leaves a sister, Grace Backer,
and a niece.Alison Tatlow

1972
Michael D. Flynn, B.S.. Business Administration, died May
31. 2004. He was the son of
the late Edwin and Gertrude
Flynn. Mr. Flynn was a purchasing agent for the General Assembly in the State of Rhode
Island: he worked for the
Speaker of the House for 18
years. He is survived by a sister,
Joan Reddington, two brothers.
Edwin and Gerald Flynn. and
several nieces, nephews. greatnieces, and great- nephews.
Kathlene Marzilli, B.A., History. died May 11. 2004. She

was the daughter of Katherine
Marzilli and the late Alexander
Marzilli. Ms. Marzitli was a probation counselor of the State
of Rhode Island. Besides her
mother. she leaves two sisters
Joyce Shallcross and Sandra
Paquette. and several nieces,
nephews, great-nieces, and
great- nephews.

1973
Charlotte Corp, BA. Humanities. died May 4, 2004. She was
the wife of Thomas Corp. Mrs.
Corp had been an elementary
school teacher in Coventry, RI
before retiring last year. Besides
her husband, she leaves two
daughters.April McDonald and
JiltWainwright. cwo sisters,Marie
Messier and Cheryl Bestwick,
and five grandchildren.

1978
Eugene Coulter,
B.A., Humanities, died March 9, 2004.
He was the husband of Frances
(Dorsey) Coulter and the son
of Alberta and the late Arthur
Coulter. Mr. Coulter was assistant attorney general under
Arlene Violet, justice of the
peace for Newport County, RI,
and chief legal counsel for the
Department ofTransportation.
Besides his wife and mother, he
leaves a son. Sean-Michael
Dorsey Coulter.a daughter.Jessica Patrice Dorsey Simes, a
brother, David Coulter. a sister. LisaAnn Coulter.and three
grandchildren.
Pearl Woolf, B.S.,Accounting.
diedApril 22.2004. She was the
wife of the late Sumner LWoolf
and the daughter of the late Israel and Escher Katzman. Mrs.
Woolf was employed by Brown
University as director of management facilities before her retirement in 2000. She is survived
by two daughters. Sara Woolf
and Jo Mordecai. a son. Carl
Woolf, and two grandchildren.

1974
Dennis McWeeney, B.S.,Accounting, died June 26, 2004.
He was the son of the late
Raymond J. and Elizabeth R.
(Darcy) McWeeney, and the
brother
of the late Mary
McWeeney. He was the operations coordinator for the
Rhode Island Economic Development Corporation for the
last 27 years; he was also a
member of the supervisory
comminee for the Rhode lsland PortAuthority at Quonset
Point for 25 years. He was a
member of the Roger Williams
University Alumni Association
Board of Directors. He leaves
an aunt and uncle John B.
McWeeney and Helen Larkin
and several cousins.

Now th~1tyou know wh:u's new al Roger Williams University, we'd like 10 know what's nt.."W with you! Have you
recently changed jobs or been promoted? Have you gotten married or started a family? Please take a momenr co fjlJ out
this form and rc:rnrn in to 1hc address below: e-mail us at alumni@n.vu.cdu; or submit your infom1ation online at
http://www.n.vu.edu/alumni. Pho1ographs are encour.1.gcdand welcomed, though not all cm be used due to editorial
and space limitations. Electronic copies should be e-mailed 10 the Publications Editor at mbowden@rwu.edu. If you
send a hard copy that you wan1 returned after publication, please include a self-addressed stamped envelope. ·n1a.nk you!
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e have all, by now, witnessed the debate on affirmative

1cun u1v11 RKRUJTMJ·XJ

There is no longer a need to rely solely on textbooks to learn
about different culwres - because che5e cul lures are now a pan of

action as it relates to college admission. In April

the thriving campus community.

2003, the United States Supreme Court heard an

Expo5ure to diverse groups can

argument that challenged the way the University or Michigan had

create personal and philosophical growth tha, would not have

chosen ro acquire a diverse student population. U1\.1- like many

occurred if rhe diversity were lacking. This exposure forces groups

other posrsecondary instirnrions across this nation - had made a

ro deal wirh rhe topic of stereoryping, and stimulates communica-

commitment

ro diversify a historically non-diverse srudcnt body in

tion - leading

to

enhanced cognitive and critical thinking abilities

among swdenrs.

both their undergraduate and graduate programs.

The effects on the college campus community are clear:

The pro-affirmative-action stance revolved around the promotion of social equity. The University of Michigan's goal was ro create

Diversity brings us ever closer to rhar elusive goal of social equiry.

a diverse srudcnr body that could help shape the learning experience

College students become bener and more socially responsible

for all students in a positive way. With the court's ruling in June of

citizens when exposed ro diversity. Diverse students also gain in

2003, rhe University of Michigan and orher higher-education

rhis environment: They roo come away with enhanced experiences

instirurions were given the green light to continue efforts to diversify

rha1 will shape their lives in a very positive way.
As our country's demographics continue

rhcir campuses while modifying undergraduate admission practice.
Why is diversity so imporranr to a college campus? What does

tO

change so will

romorrow's customers. \Xlorkers who have had exposure ro diverse

it mean to have a diverse student body? What are rhe benefits?

populations, either in college or beforehand, will become the

These are very legitimate questions ro ask. And in a nation rhar has

successful leaders of romorrow in all industries.

for so many years followed rhe scams quo, why is ir rhar we now

TCn years ago, the word 'e-mail' had nor yer embedded itself

use the term ''diversity" so frequently in our everyday vocabulary?

in our popular psyche. Ten years later, however, even rhe smallest

Over rhe next several decades, America will continue ro

child fully understands what rhar word means. The same is

change. Regardless of what political party holds office, we will

coming to be true of diversity and irs effects on everything we do.

become a nation with an ethnically balanced society. Ir is in rhe

The very term has taken on new life that will shape the future of

best interest of all Americans ro ensure that the playing field will be

rhis country for years to come.

level for all students at that point in time.
Testimony from rhe Universiry of Michigan case brought in

Roger \X/illiams, our University namesake, who promoted rhe
:i.

acceptance of all religious views and people. would doubiless be

record number of amicus briefs, coming from sources as diverse as

proud of rhc efforts currently underway

major corporations and retired military generals. These briefs all

Wirh your help and support we will maneuver into the 11' 1

strongly supported the concept of diversity and reiterated its

century as diversity leaders in higher education. \Y/eare working

lO

diversify our campus.

importance toward maintaining and promoting a healthy society

towards rhis goal and will continue ro provide cduca1ional

for years ro come.

experiences thar will truly help us all "Learn ro Bridge the World."

Understanding this very real fact, many colleges and universi-

Ciry

Is this :i. new ,1ddrcss?.J yes .J no

Diversityand Its Importanceto CollegeCampuses

1976
James Mahoney, B.S.. died
April 22. 2004. He was the
husband of Angela Mahoney.
Mr. Mahoney worked
for
Polaroid for 35 years before
retiring; after his retirement, he
served as executive advisor for
Blue Diamond
Equipment
Company and Moncione's Bakery. In addition to his wife, he
is survived by two sons. Daniel
and Frank Mahoney. a daughter, Katherine Blue, and six
grandchildren.

Scace
Home phone

Zip

\'(fork phone __

ties have starred
_

to

infuse their schools wirh more diverse classes of

srudcnrs, and rhe payoff is already being felt. Srudies indicarc that a

E-m:i.iladdress

more diverse studenr body leads to a better educational experience

Present job tide and company name

for all students. By learning from orhers, new experiences and

Compan)' addrcs,;
Herc's my news for "Class Notes":

points of view begin to rake sh:i.pe. Once segregated populations
now sir in the same classrooms and live in the same dorm rooms.
The education of scudems both inside and outside the classroom
has thereby been greatly enhanced.

Rernrn to: The Bridge, Office of AJumni Relations, Roger Williams University,
One Old Ferry Road, Bristol, RI 02809-2921.

1ersity's Director of /llulrirulr111,,I
Nicnnor Figueron,),:, is the U11i1
Rerruitmem. He is vice president oft he Neu, England Association of
College Admission Counselors (NEACAC) and 11 11wnber ofrhe
NnrioJJtd Association of College At/mission CounselorJ. He rurrenrl),
chnirs the Political Action Commiuee ofrhe f"eu• England Counseiors
of Color Bridging Access ro College, He has been recognized 11$
Admission Counselor ofrhe Year b}' NEAGIC rrnd Distinguished
Member ofrhe Yem· b}' RJAAO.

I

A dclcgarion of Iraqi students from Basra University and Baghdad University arrived ar Roger Williams University earlier this semester rhc firsr such group ro visir rhe U.S. in 35 years. The young scholars visircd Roger Williams and Harvard as pan of an exchange relared
ro their parricipation in the Model United Nations program. The full story appears in University News.
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